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TASKA kids learn to make pizza
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RAGHADAH AGUS
BANDAR SERI BEGAWAN
Tuesday, May 24, 2016
MORE than 50 kindergarten two children from Taman Asuhan KanakKanak (TASKA) Yayasan Sultan Hj Hassanal Bolkiah (YSHHB) transformed
to little chefs for a day to learn the art of pizza-making at Pastamania
yesterday.
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Decked with a chef’s hat and apron, they were taught how to make their
growth’
own pizzas step-by-step by Chef Edmond. With a prepared pizza dough
base and sauce, the kids got creative to decorate and play with the flour
and their toppings. The children got to taste their own creations after they were done baking.

Prior to the pizza-making, Pastamania staff gave an introduction and fun facts about pizza, before taking
the group on a tour of the kitchen.
The visit ended with a presentation of appreciation certificates to the young participants.
The educational trip was aimed at teaching the children life skills, such as the importance of hygiene and
cleanliness in cooking, on top of making their own pizzas.
It is divided into nine days for differen groups according to the classes that have been set.
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